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ACT I, SCENE 1

Office scene, desk with two chairs. MATTHEW leans

casually on the desk. Enter LUKE, disheveled and

nervous. He wears a suit but with a bow tie

drooping around his neck. MATTHEW, dressed smart

and sophisticated, shakes his hand.

MATTHEW

(with a flourish)

Welcome... to my office.

LUKE

(withdrawing his hand slowly)

Matt? I’ve been here before, at your work... thing,

remember?

MATTHEW

Yes, but this is different. No need to suck up to any

big cheeses.

LUKE

I... know that!

MATTHEW

(turning away)

Ha ha! Sure, Luke.

LUKE

Hey, that’s not the best way to treat your clients!

MATTHEW

(slightly giddy)

Don’t blame me, I thought you’d have known if you

hadn’t erm... dressed like...

LUKE

(avoiding MATTHEW’s stare)

I know, I know...just don’t ask. I really didn’t know

how to dress for this sort of... appointment.

MATTHEW

I’ve noticed!

LUKE

Yes, well... how do I put it...

MATTHEW

(strained)

It’s not something you can wiki for, I guess...
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LUKE

(tired)

Very funny.

LUKE sits, tired of waiting for a cue amidst

MATTHEW’s laughter.

MATTHEW

So, how are you doing? Everything good in the erm...

fine arts department?

LUKE

(strained)

It’s a ball.

MATTHEW

Just wanted to know. Good to know everything’s ok in

one department before you enter another.

LUKE

You call this... filling a department?

MATTHEW

I dunno! Muse, girlfriend, whatever it is you want-

LUKE

Definitely a muse, believe me.

MATTHEW

Sure...

[beat]

LUKE

So, can we start this consultation or what?

MATTHEW

(laughing)

There we are! Always raring to go!

MATTHEW disappears under the desk, looking in

boxes.

LUKE

So you didn’t think to prepare these before I came?

MATTHEW

Hey, don’t blame me! Busy day...

LUKE scoffs.
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MATTHEW

(mutters)

Patience is something you need... now I see why you

came to me...

LUKE pretends not to hear and pulls out a computer

tablet while MATTHEW searches.

LUKE

So I’ve got what you said on the email here. All I need

to do is fill in a few forms in person? That’s it?

Nothing else?

MATTHEW

(loudly)

Yep, yep, that’s it. And there’s some erm, other

questions too. Not too long of course...

LUKE

Not too long!? To get the muse I always wanted, all I

have to do is write a few sentences? This isn’t like

getting a kitchen fitted!

MATTHEW

Well, the whole point is getting a muse, I thought, not

the girl of your dreams?

LUKE

Please, never say that phrase again... but, you know, a

muse is a pretty big thing. Look at Marilyn Monroe and

Arthur Miller.

MATTHEW

Doesn’t sound like the most sensible example ... What I

mean is that I can’t get into your dreams. Thank

goodness. In other words, I thought Steph was your top

girl. Seems I was wrong.

LUKE

More than a bit.

MATTHEW

Unfortunately, for professional protocol...

LUKE

Oh wonderful! I’m glad I can be treated like a regular

client...

MATTHEW

Yes... I have to ask... why do you want this product

now?
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LUKE

A muse.

MATTHEW

Whatever. Just tell me. It’s more money for me but

you’ve got to tick the boxes.

LUKE

It’s just... my art is fading. My exhibition is coming

up and it’s going to be a huge gig.

MATTHEW

You call them gigs?

LUKE

Fine. Work - whatever.

MATTHEW

Nah, I preferred it. More "rock and roll".

LUKE

(loudly)

I need someone to inspire me and support me, someone

who’ll accompany me to my art shows, like I’ve always

wanted...

MATTHEW

You want your muse on your arm, you mean?

LUKE

Not quite so blunt, but... I want someone to share

things with... someone who I can show, someone who will

enjoy the things I create...

MATTHEW

(awkwardly)

Hmmm... I see...

LUKE

I mean, I’m open minded but I want to see if it’s the

right thing for me...

[beat]

MATTHEW

So listen to me and we can do things right, the right

Muse, girl, no matter what you want! Well then, hand it

over.

LUKE

Wait a second! I have to upload the files and

specifications first. I’m not doing this by halves.
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LUKE quickly types a few commands in.

LUKE

There you go.

MATTHEW

Haha, gimme!

MATTHEW, grinning, grabs the computer tablet.

MATTHEW

Right, so once we go through all the details, we’ll

draft her up for you. No holding back, ok?

[beat]

MATTHEW opens the file and LUKE winces. His grin

widens as time passes.

MATTHEW

(shrill)

My my, Luke. How poetic! Maybe you’re going the wrong

track with your painting! Maybe romance is still alive,

after all.

LUKE

Ah... ah... that’s the erm... old version.

MATTHEW

Well, it seems good enough to want to keep. In fact,

I’ll read it out just to be sure if you’ve sent the

right one.

LUKE mutters to himself, sitting in the chair.

MATTHEW strides around the office, asserting

himself. He talks quite loudly, as if trying to

reassure Luke of each decision.

MATTHEW

You know, before we had our new system put in, we did

have one of these delightful old models. They’re a lot

more fun.

LUKE

That doesn’t sound so... professional.

MATTHEW

How to pass the time on a dull day, I guess. Let’s see

if I can piece her together from this soliloquy of

yours.

MATTHEW goes over and wheels a manikin in the

room.
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MATTHEW

Haha! There you go.

LUKE

You’re loving this, aren’t you?

MATTHEW

Hush now! Man at work!

He pulls out a blonde wig and puts it on the

manikin.

MATTHEW

Well, I used to want her blonde. A lady I could take to

picnics and the sort, but then I wanted someone who

could weather all the tough stuff...

MATTHEW splutters, then hurriedly straightens up

and looks around for another wig. He’s still

reading the tablet, coming back to it on the desk

before continuing.

MATTHEW

like a hardy redhead. But then, I thought, why should

hair colour dictate her character? If I’m in control,

why would I want her to follow cultural stereotypes - I

mean, I’m not a caveman?

MATTHEW peeps over his shoulder mid stride,

checking LUKE’s reaction to his performance. LUKE

is uhming and ahing at his sudden to-ing and

fro-ing of design choices.

MATTHEW

I always have this one girl - wow, here we go! A

beautiful brunette with sweet grey eyes - she could

leave me cold and I would like it. When I -

LUKE

(loudly)

That’s the right one, that’s the right one! Stop

already!

MATTHEW

Wow! You ever considered writing for Mills and Boon?

They still around? I’m getting a good workout here!

LUKE

You said not to hold back! You never gave me any

parameters! I just wrote out my feelings as I saw them.

MATTHEW turns to the manikin and stares at it

appreciatively. Something, however, appears to be

missing.
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MATTHEW

(blankly)

Hey, it’s a good thing. I’m seeing a dirty side to you,

Luke my boy. Wow, and Steph got to kiss you with that

mouth?

LUKE

I don’t see what Steph or any one of my exes has to do

with it!

[beat]

MATTHEW turns quickly and continues reading

quietly.

MATTHEW

(loudly)

Wow... this is history in the making. I remember that

day so clearly when you brought your dream girl or muse

girl up... and here she is, written in black and

white... I’ll just bring up our state of the art

program for you, all ready and correct!

LUKE

(shrill)

I’m surprised that you do remember.

MATTHEW

I guess you were doing the drinking for me. Ah, the

possibilities of a robot girlfriend...

LUKE

Muse, Matt. Muse!

MATTHEW

A rose by any other name...

LUKE

(dryly)

It’s not you like have any problems, though. Can I have

the tablet back please?

MATTHEW

Hmm... it’s something about the novelty that intrigues

me.

MATTHEW sighs and hands the tablet over, while

Luke continues tapping on it.

LUKE

Huh, really...
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MATTHEW

Right, now that the wonderful part of the consultation

is over...

LUKE

That was actually part of it?!

MATTHEW

Well, we try to erm... tailor it towards the client.

LUKE

What, pure embarrassment? Humiliation? A feeling that

I’m a sexual deviant?

MATTHEW

Never mentioned it myself, but...

LUKE

Right, so you’ve opened the design package for me here?

MATTHEW

Spoilsport! Yes, just fill those in.

LUKE

OK. Hmmm, this is a novel way of designing her.

MATTHEW

There’s one thing to paint a picture with words, Luke,

but the female form must be seen to be believed.

LUKE bursts out laughing.

MATTHEW

What’s so funny?

LUKE

What a question to ask. I don’t see how I couldn’t find

you funny. So, this is the program?

LUKE pokes at the controls confusedly.

MATTHEW

My my! She’s not real yet! Have some self control!

LUKE

(sighing)

Trying to get her ears right... hold on... I was trying

to get the same description that I wrote down...

MATTHEW

What, there’s more?
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LUKE

Yes, there’s more! Obviously! That was just how I

imagined her, as a summary.

MATTHEW

I think I’ve opened a real can of worms here...

Blushing, LUKE brings out an A4 folder.

MATTHEW

Oh wow... may I?

LUKE flips to the correct section of the bulging

file.

LUKE

I’m just trying to get it just right! Hold on!

MATTHEW

Hey, you can’t condense all of that into there! Let

me... see if I can help...

LUKE looks lingeringly at the folder, then

reluctantly hands it over. MATTHEW flips through

notes, numbers, colour swatches, then skips

hurriedly to the end.

MATTHEW

Man... there’s some personal things in there! Now I

know why you kept that under wraps.

LUKE looks at the ground pointedly, while Matthew

is now unsure of what to say.

MATTHEW

Wowee!

[beat]

Wow, when I said perfect you took me that seriously?

LUKE

Hey, I’m in the art business, every detail counts!

MATTHEW

Never heard it called that before!

LUKE

I don’t know... I had a clear idea before I came, but

now that I think about it, it’s not as easy as I

thought...
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MATTHEW

Yeah, choice paralysis is a bitch, isn’t it?

LUKE

Haven’t had that much experience of it but yeah, I

guess it is...

MATTHEW paces while LUKE taps. He starts to grow a

little agitated.

MATTHEW

Well... how about I give you this manikin to tide you

over? She comes with customisable...

LUKE

Gosh, you make her sound like an adult Barbie! Geez,

I’m done. Here!

LUKE passes over the tablet to MATTHEW.

MATTHEW

Haha, I’ve been looking forward to this!

MATTHEW stares blankly at the tablet for a while.

MATTHEW

This... is your dream girl?

LUKE

I guess. She is brunette with grey eyes, as you happily

acted out to me. And read out to me.

MATTHEW

Well, she doesn’t look that... extraordinary.

He turns the tablet from different angles to make

sure. He looks at the manikin and then the tablet.

LUKE

I’ve got to make her look realistic, not like a doll!

MATTHEW

Nah, it’s not that she isn’t pretty, but if you’re

giving free rein to a girl, surely you’d want her to

be...

LUKE

Yes?

MATTHEW

More... glamorous, I guess.
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LUKE

Glamorous!? I doubt my exhibition open that serves

premium Blossom Hill is going to be quite the red

carpet you’re looking for!

LUKE turns his head for a moment.

LUKE

I know what you’re thinking...

MATTHEW

Huh? Artists can do that now?

LUKE

You’re thinking about how she looks nothing like...

[beat]

MATTHEW

Well, in fact, no. No I wasn’t... but come to think of

it... she doesn’t, does she? Didn’t sound like it

either when in your little speech - although the part

about being cold was quite accurate...

LUKE

What did I tell you? Steph and I are over. I wouldn’t

be welcoming another into my little menagerie

otherwise!

MATTHEW

Fair point. So, a brunette with grey eyes.

LUKE

Bit more than that -

MATTHEW

-as a summary. A real one. Not a Luke-styled summary.

And, what would you like her personality to be like?

LUKE

(sarcastic)

Oh gosh, please don’t tell me that can be figured out

on your little computer too. A little afterthought

feature?

MATTHEW

(oblivious)

Hmm, it’s hard, but that’s how AI goes. Obviously the

mind isn’t 100% human, but we’re getting there. Would

you like someone confident or submissive?

MATTHEW pulls out another tablet from one of the

boxes.
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MATTHEW

Do you read Cosmo, by any chance?

LUKE

Oh my... you’re kidding, aren’t you!?

MATTHEW

Hey, you got a better idea of how to get into a woman’s

mind? They wrote the book on personality tests,

literally.

LUKE

I thought Jung was...

MATTHEW

Hmmm?

LUKE

I should have known that he wasn’t in your direct

thoughts.

MATTHEW

(reading)

So... what do you think of first thing in the morning

after you’ve... you know...

LUKE

(sarcastically)

They’re a bit extreme, aren’t they!?

MATTHEW

Don’t look at me, it’s how these things work. Glossies,

dating sites, bloody vultures these women are. Greatest

thing about this is that you don’t have to butter

anyone up.

LUKE looks unconvinced.

Seriously, be as non PC as you like. You can give me

the bare bones... just send it to me later. Invite to

the unveiling too, alright?

LUKE sighs as BLACKOUT.


